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Get ready to bring some reality back to the estimation process. Agile dispenses
with the pleasantries and reminds us what our initial high-level estimates
really are—really, they’re bad guesses.

But by learning how to estimate the agile way, you’ll stop trying to get some-
thing your up-front estimates can’t give (precision and accuracy) and instead
focus on what really matters—building a plan you and your customer can
work with and believe in.

In this chapter, you’ll learn how to estimate your user stories the agile way,
as well as some powerful group estimation techniques for sizing up things.

7.1 The Problem with High-Level Estimates

Let’s face it. Our industry has had some challenges when it comes to setting
expectations around estimates on software projects.

It’s not that our estimates are necessarily wrong (though they almost always
are). It’s more that people have looked to estimates for something they can
never give—an accurate prediction of the future.
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The Point of Estimation

"The primary purpose of software estimation is not to predict a project’s outcome; it
is to determine whether a project’s targets are realistic enough to allow the project
to be controlled to meet them."

—Steve McConnell, Software Estimation: Demystifying the Black Art [McC06]

It’s like somewhere along the way, people lost sight of the fact that

And it is when these up-front, inaccurate, high-level estimates get turned
prematurely into hard commitments that most projects get into trouble.

Steve McConnell refers to this dysfunctional behavior as the cone of uncer-
tainty (Figure 5, The cone of uncertainty reminds us of how greatly our estimates
can vary at different stages throughout the project, on page 7), which reminds
us that initial estimates can vary by as much as 400 percent at the inception
phase of our project.

The simple fact is that accurate up-front estimates aren’t possible, and we
need to stop pretending they are.

The only question our up-front estimates can attempt to answer is this:
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Figure 5—The cone of uncertainty reminds us of how greatly our estimates can vary at
different stages throughout the project.

What we need is a way of estimating that does the following:

• Allows us to plan for the future
• Reminds us that our estimates are guesses
• Acknowledges the inherent complexities in creating software

7.2 Turning Lemons into Lemonade

In agile, we accept that our initial, high-level estimates aren’t to be trusted.
However, we also understand that budgets need to be created and expectations
need to be set.

To make that happen, the warrior does what anyone would do who is looking
to firm up any estimate. They build something, measure how long that takes,
and use that for planning going forward.

For that to work, we need two things:

• Stories that are sized relatively to each other
• A point-based system to track progress

Let’s look at each of these in more detail and see how they help us plan.
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Relative Sizing

Imagine you knew it took ten seconds to eat one chocolate chip cookie, and
you were asked to estimate how long it would take you to devour a pile of
seven and fourteen cookies (glass of milk included). What would you guess?

If it takes 10 secs to eat 
one of these ...

how long should it take to
devour these?

10 secs ? secs ? secs

Om nom nom
7 cookies 14 cookies

Now imagine you were asked to estimate something else—something simple
but maybe something you haven’t done many times before. How long do you
think it would take you do these four simple tasks? (See Figure 6, Estimating
Absolutely, on page 9.)

If you are like most people, you probably found estimating the cookies rela-
tively easy (pun intended) and the other tasks absolutely harder.

If one cookie = 10 sec
then seven cookies = 10 sec x 7 = 70 sec
and fourteen cookies = 10 sec x 14 = 140 secs

x2 as big
The difference between the two exercises was that with the cookies we esti-
mated relatively while the card counting we estimated absolutely.
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Roll a snake-eyes (two ones)
three times using two die

? secs

Find the two missing cards

in a deck of cards

? secs

Blow up six birthday balloons

? secs

Build a two-story house
of cards

? secs

Figure 6—Estimating Absolutely

Science has shown that estimating relatively is something we humans are
actually pretty good at. When you put two rocks in front of us, we can tell
quite accurately how much bigger one rock is than the other.

Create new hockey 
pool

4 days Update existing
hockey pool

2 days

This 
looks x2 as big

as that

Where we struggle is with telling you precisely how much bigger it is (estimat-
ing absolutely).

This simple principle forms the cornerstone of agile estimation and planning.
By sizing our stories relatively to each other and measuring how fast we can
go, we have all the ingredients we need to begin forming our agile plan.
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Add user
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Cancel trip
Book permit
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Search
Create device
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Add option
Cancel plan
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Agile planning 101

Once we know how fast the team can go ...

Velocityand our stories
are sized relatively ...

we can start setting expectations around dates.

Now, one challenge with estimating relatively is that a single day in our esti-
mates won’t always equal one day in our plans. The team will work either
slower or faster than we originally estimated.

To account for this discrepancy and avoid continuously having to reestimate
all our stories, agile does estimation using a point-based system.

Point-Based Systems

Point-based systems enable us to track progress and estimate relatively
without having to worry about how our actuals compared with our estimates.

Say, for example, we originally estimated a story to take three days when in
reality it ends up taking closer to four.

Highlight pending
road closures

3 days

Highlight pending
road closures

4 days

Estimate
Actual
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We could try to adjust all our estimates by 33 percent.

Actual

1.33 days

X 1.33 
4 days

6.66 days

Yech!

Much harder
to work with

But who wants to work with numbers like 1.33 and 6.66 days? Not only is
there a false sense of precision, but what do we do when after delivering a
few more stories we find our 1.33 day estimates are closer to 1.66? Readjust
again?

To get away from this constant, never-ending rejigging of the numbers, agile
recommends freezing your estimates on a simple, easy-to-use point-based
system and not tying them to elapsed time on the calendar.

5 pts3 pts1 pt

Small
Medium

Large

No sweat Nothing we can’t handle This is going to take 
some e�ort

With a point-based system, our units of measure don’t matter. The measure
is one of relativity—not absoluteness.
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Story #1

* NUTS: Nebulous Units of Time

Units don’t matter

All we are trying to do is capture the bigness of a task with a number and
size it relatively to all the others. If it helps, you can think of agile estimation
as trying to sort your stories according to T-shirt size: small, medium, or
large.

Also, as caught up as we tend to get with our estimates, at the end of the day,
it doesn’t really matter. So long as we size our stories similarly to each other,
for every story we over-estimate, there’s usually another we under-estimate.
So, it all comes out even in the end.

Using a point-based system does the following for us, and studies show we
are actually pretty good at it:

• It reminds us that our estimates are guesses.
• It is a measure of pure size (they don’t decay over time).
• It’s fast, easy, and simple.

You got me. Before we got to agile estimation, whenever the topic of estimation
came up, I used the term days when really I should have been using points.
I did this for two reasons. First, we hadn’t had a chance to talk about the
concept of estimation using points. Second, because some agile teams do
estimate in days, they just call them something else—ideal days.

Ideal days are just another form of story point. An ideal day is the perfect day
where you have no interruptions and are able to work for eight hours straight
of uninterrupted bliss.
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Of course, we never get ideal days at work, but some teams find the concept
useful.

Ideal days can work, but I generally prefer sticking to points. Mostly it’s
because it makes the fact we are estimating in points explicit, but also because
with points I don’t have to worry about my ideal day not equaling yours.

For the rest of the book, don’t panic if you see points instead of days. I’ll stick
with points for the remainder of the book, but if you see days, know they are
the same thing.
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